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Insulating behavior for DNA molecules between nanoelectrodes
at the 100 nm length scale

A. J. Storm, J. van Noort, S. de Vries, and C. Dekkera)

Faculty of Applied Sciences, Delft University of Technology, 2628 CJ Delft, The Netherlands

~Received 18 June 2001; accepted for publication 19 September 2001!

Electrical transport measurements are reported for double-stranded DNA molecules located between
nanofabricated electrodes. We observe the absence of any electrical conduction through these
DNA-based devices, both at the single-molecule level as well as for small bundles of DNA. We
obtain a lower bound of 10 TV for the resistance of a DNA molecule at length scales larger than
40 nm. It is concluded that DNA is insulating. This conclusion is based on an extensive set of
experiments in which we varied key parameters such as the base-pair sequence@mixed sequence and
homogeneous poly~dG!•poly~dC!#, length between contacts~40–500 nm!, substrate~SiO2 or mica!,
electrode material~gold or platinum!, and electrostatic doping fields. Discrepancies with other
reports in the literature are discussed. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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Recently, a number of contradicting findings were
ported regarding the charge transport properties of DN1

The experiments appeared to indicate metallic,2–4

semiconducting,5–7 and insulating8,9 electronic properties
These transport experiments were inspired by electr
transfer experiments where one attaches donor and acc
groups at both ends of DNA molecules and character
their electronic coupling through the DNA. Such expe
ments by Barton and co-worker10 and others showed tha
electron transfer is possible in DNA over distances of sev
nanometers. The results of some direct transport experim
have suggested that transport is also possible over m
larger length scales, of the order of microns.2–4,7 In this let-
ter, we report transport measurements on both individ
DNA molecules as well as small DNA bundles~up to tens of
molecules! that are connected on both sides to metallic el
trodes. Our technique relies on well-defined electrodes w
spacings in the range of 40–500 nm. Using state-of-the
atomic force microscope~AFM! imaging we report images
of individual DNA molecules positioned between electrod
We findno evidence of any electronic conductivity for DN
molecules with various lengths and base pair sequen
Based on a set of experiments with a number of differ
sample layouts, we come to the conclusion that DNA at
single-molecule scale is insulating at length scales lar
than 40 nm.

As an example of a typical result of our work, Fig.
shows a tapping-mode AFM height image of one of our
vices with mixed-sequence double-strand DNA between g
electrodes spaced by 300 nm. On the SiO2 in between the
electrodes, individual DNA molecules are clearly disce
able. Details of the assembly of this device are given bel
The apparent height of the DNA is about 0.5 nm, and
width is about 10 nm, limited by the AFM tip radius. The
values are typical of single DNA molecules.11 From the
height, width, and persistence length determined from

a!electronic mail: dekker@mb.tn.tudelft.nl
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images, we conclude that indeed individual DNA molecu
are connected between our electrodes. No conductance
found for this device. The bias voltage was slowly increas
to 10 V and the currents observed remained below a n
level of about 1 pA. From this experiment we thus obtain
lower bound of 10 TV for the resistance of this device, i
which a total of about 10 DNA molecules were connected
parallel between the electrodes.

The outcome of this experiment is in clear disagreem
with a number of previously reported experiments. To inv
tigate whether our result is due to the intrinsic electro
properties of DNA or due to external conditions, a series
experiments was conducted in which a number of key
rameters was varied, e.g., the base-pair sequence of
DNA, the type of substrate, the distance between the e
trodes, and the contact material. An attempt was also mad
dope the DNA electrostatically with an external gate ele
trode.

The basic sample layout for all experiments discusse
this letter is similar: DNA molecules are deposited from
aqueous buffer solution onto a substrate patterned with p
of closely spaced thin metallic lines that are connected
larger pads which facilitate contact to the electrical equ
ment. The electrodes are fabricated using electron-beam
thography and subsequent liftoff. Noble metal~platinum and

FIG. 1. Tapping-mode AFM height image of three DNA molecules co
nected between two gold electrodes that are separated by 300 nm. Sca
200 nm. The measured resistance of this device was higher than 10 TV.
1 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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gold! films were used as electrode materials. The me
thickness was about 15 nm, and was evaporated on top
3 nm titanium sticking layer. After liftoff, residues of th
organic poly~methyl methacrylate! double-layer resist were
removed by immersion in fuming nitric acid. DNA mo
ecules were deposited from a 20 mM HEPES buffer solut
~pH 6.5!. The DNA concentrations were in the range
1–250 ng/ml, and 5 mM of MgCl2 was added to promote
DNA adhesion to the surface. A droplet of about 3ml is
deposited on the substrate for about 20 s, after which
sample is rinsed with de-ionized water and dried in a flow
nitrogen gas. The presence of DNA molecules was confirm
by AFM imaging. Electrical transport measurements w
performed at room temperature under ambient condition

The first set of experiments discussed here was
formed on DNA with a mixed sequence immobilized on
silicon oxide substrate. Because DNA binds only weakly
the SiO2 and is easily rinsed off, we used DNA modifie
with thiol ~–SH! groups at both ends of the molecule. T
sulfur atom of the thiol group will bind strongly to the plat
num or gold of the electrodes, which chemically anchors
molecule to the metal at its terminal ends. Double-stra
DNA with a (CH2!6SH group at each 58 terminal phosphate
was obtained by performing a polymerase chain reac
~PCR! with l DNA as a template using thiolated primer
following the procedure of Hegneret al.12 Dithiothreitol
~DTT! was added to prevent oxidation of the thiols duri
the PCR. Using this technique, DNA fragments of 900 a
4500 base pairs were obtained and purified that were 300
and 1.5mm long, respectively. These fragments contain
mixed sequence of bases, and are representative of na
DNA. Figure 1 shows an AFM image of the 1.5mm frag-
ments positioned on Au electrodes spaced by 300 nm.
cause the DNA is much longer than the distance between
electrodes, a considerable length of DNA overlaps both e
trodes and this facilitates good electrical contact. As m
tioned above, no electron transport was observed for
sample. The same absence of conductance was observe
a number of similar samples with electrode spacings in
range of 200–500 nm.

Considerable effort was put into the fabrication
smaller spaced electrodes, without losing the possibility
imaging in between the electrodes using AFM.13 Figure 2~a!
shows DNA located across a gap of about 40 nm. In t
experiment we deposited DNA from a 1 ng/ml solution of
thiolated PCR fragments of 900 base pair lengths. AFM
spection showed a small amount of DNA material betwe
the electrodes. From the width and height of the DNA it
estimated that at most five DNA molecules are presen
parallel between the electrodes. No charge transport was
served for bias voltages up to 10 V. From this experiment
again find a lower bound for the device resistance of 10 TV.

Experimental14 and theoretical9 studies of DNA charge
transport suggest higher transport rates poly~dG!•poly~dC!
DNA compared to for mixed-sequence DNA. To investiga
this experimentally, we assembled devices w
poly~dG!•poly~dC! DNA molecules with an average lengt
of several microns.15 No thiol groups were present on th
molecule. It was found that DNA is immobilized on the SiO2

surface after rinsing and drying for relatively high DNA co
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centrations of about 100 ng/ml in buffer solutions of 20 mM
HEPES and 5 mM MgCl2. Reactive-ion etching before meta
deposition was used to make the surface of the platin
electrodes the same height as the SiO2 substrate in order to
prevent kinks in the DNA and to minimize tip convolutio
effects. Figure 2~b! shows poly~dG!•poly~dC! molecules on
electrodes spaced by 200 nm. Figure 2~c! shows a magnifi-
cation of the image displayed in Fig. 2~b!. Due to the high
concentration, not only single molecules are observed,
also thicker bundles of molecules, which are estimated
have at least 10 parallel strands of DNA. No conduction w
found for these samples either. We estimate that in this
periment there are roughly 50 DNA molecules connected
parallel. Similar results were obtained on devices with
spacing of 100 nm.

Additionally we attempted to electrostatically dope t
DNA with additional charge carriers in order to increase t
conductance. This was done by applying a gate voltage to
silicon substrate with respect to one of the electrodes.
increase in conductance was found for gate voltages in
range of250 V to 150 V. The thickness of the silicon oxid
was 200 nm.

Finally, we discuss the possible influence of the su
strate. Both Kasumovet al.4 and Caiet al.6 reported finite
DNA conductance in devices in which the DNA was imm
bilized on mica substrates. Using a slightly modified fabric
tion recipe, we were able to fabricate patterned electrode
mica substrates, with an electrode spacing of 200 nm. Fig
2~d! shows poly~dG!•poly~dC! molecules between platinum
contacts on mica. DNA was deposited from a hig
concentration buffer solution with approximately 250 ng/ml

FIG. 2. AFM images of DNA assembled in various devices.~a! Mixed-
sequence DNA between platinum electrodes spaced by 40 nm. Scale b
nm. ~b! Height image of poly~dG!•poly~dC! DNA bundles on platinum elec-
trodes. The distance between electrodes is 200 nm, and the scale ba
mm. ~c! High magnification image of the device shown in~b!. Several DNA
bundles clearly extend over the two electrodes. Scale bar: 200 nm~d!
Poly~dG!•poly~dC! DNA bundles on platinum electrodes fabricated on
mica substrate. Scale bar: 500 nm. For all these devices, we observ
absence of conduction.
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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DNA. Under these conditions, DNA self-assembles into n
works similar to those observed in the work of Caiet al.6

Subsequent electrical transport experiments showed a
resistance of about 1 TV, a typical value that we also foun
for mica devices before DNA deposition. In a flow of d
nitrogen gas, this value was found to increase. We there
attribute this background conduction to the thin water la
present on the hydrophilic mica.16

We conclude that DNA is insulating at length scal
longer than 40 nm, with a 10 TV lower bound for the resis
tance of a DNA molecule. Our experiments were perform
using straightforward lithography, standard DNA buffer co
ditions, and high-resolution sample characterization us
AFM imaging. The suggested formation of an electronicp
band17 appears not to occur over length scales of 40 nm
more, even for homogeneous poly~dG!•poly~dC! sequences
In most theoretical models it is assumed that the cha
transport rate through DNA decays exponentially w
distance.18 Experimental evidence of exponential decay w
reported by Caiet al.6 Our findings are therefore not nece
sarily in disagreement with DNA charge transport expe
ments performed on the scale of a few nanometers, wh
relatively high transport rates have been reported.5,10

Our results are in agreement with the results of De Pa
et al.9 and with Braunet al.,8 who also found the absence o
electronic transport through DNA. Clear disagreement
found with the work of Kasumovet al.4 and of Fink and
Schönenberger3 who reported high conductivity ofl DNA
on the scale of 0.5mm. For a single DNA molecule abou
500 nm in length, they observed typical resistances of ab
300 kV and 3 MV, respectively, which is at least six orde
of magnitude lower than that observed in our experiments
the experiments by Fink and Scho¨nenberger, a small DNA
bundle was freely suspended in vacuum, but Kasumovet al.
used a layout similar to ours. Kasumovet al. used electrodes
consisting of thin rhenium film covered with sputtered c
bon on a mica substrate. We use platinum and gold cont
instead, but we do not see how this difference can lead to
dramatically different experimental results. Caiet al.6 found
resistance of about 200 GV for bundles of
poly~dG!•poly~dC! at a length scale of 200 nm. If we com
Downloaded 14 Dec 2006 to 130.161.61.95. Redistribution subject to AIP
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pare this value to our lower boundary of 1 TV for similar
bundles of 200 nm length, there is only a slight discrepan

Our results clearly limit the use of bare DNA as a co
ducting molecular wire. The self-assembling properties
DNA, however, may be very useful for nanotechnology, f
example, as a scaffold to construct self-assembled electro
based on the technique of DNA metallization discussed
Braunet al.8
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